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THE ART OF POSSIBILITY

John Ellison reviews The Art of Lunch at the Avalon Restaurant, Katoomba

I AM A LITTLE NERVOUS
as this is my first job as a
restaurant reviewer and I
know nothing whatsoever
about food. Mind you I am
an enthusiastic eater, and
will eat anything that is put
before me: vegan, vegetarian,
carnivore, bush-tucker, kangaroo, witchety grubs – I will eat it all
and with relish. However I have no more discrimination in this
realm than your average goat.
Luckily I am accompanied by my partner Lyn Harrison
who does understand cooking and hopefully will be able to
guide me through the rapids.
To say that I have scored a job as a restaurant reviewer is
a slight exaggeration, as Carolynne Skinner the editor of OZ
Arts, has asked me to do a review of The Art of Lunch, a new
cultural phenomenon in Katoomba that seeks to combine
excellent food with some component of an art experience,
such as a play or an artist’s talk, along with an exhibition of
paintings, or simply being up close with the musicians so that
you can get your hands on them if that is your desire.
Some time ago, from 1991-96, I was the Cultural
Development Officer for Blue Mountains City Council and
I wrote a plan for cultural development, which later became
known as Council’s Cultural Vision Statement The basic idea
of that plan was that we, as a city, should try to capitalise on
our truly remarkable cultural resources —I often say that we
have an artist living under every stone —and if we must have
tourism, which apparently we do, in order to make things
thrive, let us develop a form of cultural tourism rather than
just the dumb form of mass tourism that has people flocking
to the Blue Mountains in order to look at the Three Sisters—
or, as is so often said, ”the blue mountain, could you please
direct me to the blue mountain?” I mean we could easily just
build one there at the roundabout, a huge concrete blue
mountain opposite Dan Murphy’s Liquor Store. But what
I had in mind was something more like Winter Magic, the
festival which brought tourists to the town for twenty-four
years until it petered out under the weight of its own success.
In 1996 the incoming Carr Labor Government pro-claimed

the Blue Mountains the Inaugural City of the Arts. This was a
central proposition of the Cultural Plan that I had developed:
that a city, like a person, has a self-image that helps to guide
its every action.
The mayor at the time I came to work in Council was
Ralph Williams, who told me that his proudest achievement
was to have a McDonalds restaurant installed at Blaxland.
Allowing for Ralph’s somewhat rogueish sense of humour, I
thought we should be able to do better than that. A City of
the Arts seemed to me a more admirable image than, say,
the hamburger capitol of Australia
So here we are at the Avalon restaurant, at the top of
Katoomba Street. As we enter the foyer I am reminded of
the old picture theatre I used to visit in Manly as a boy —the
Odeon I think it was—where I was entranced by Johnny
Weismuller playing Tarzan, along with Tom Mix and the great
Hopalong Cassidy. Memories, memories, the place evokes
memories; is this a part of the art experience?
We enter upstairs. I am clutching my leather bag containing
a bottle of Sauvignon Blanc, which I find is a helpful adjunct,
at any time, for the viewing of art, or for aesthetic experience
of any kind. The joint is jumping; already the place is pretty
well packed. I notice that there are two levels: the top level
mostly occupied by people who had pre-booked and have
nothing to do with the Art of Lunch, and the lower level for
the people about to undergo the ‘experience’.
Meg Benson, who is one of the main organisers of the
event, greets us and gives us a choice of tables. She is a vital
young woman and a non-stop organiser of music in the
mountains. As soon as I am seated I draw out the bottle of
Sauvignon and pour out a glass for Lyn and myself. Along the
wall in front of us are large oil paintings, dashingly rendered
versions of the mountains landscape. These are works of
Rachel Hannan, one of the two featured musicians for today’s
event, the other being John Stuart, teacher, composer, guitar

‘I am beginning to enjoy this occasion a bit too
much and remind myself to keep a measure
of detachment as I am an official member of
the press.’
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What Meg, Brad and Susan are
attempting to do is indeed admirable.
The three of them are bringing fresh
enthusiasm into the mountains. They are
thinking in terms of possibility, artistic
possibility; they are thinking of alternatives;
they are thinking of joy.
virtuoso, and a person who dislikes mobile phones. Rachel
and John have been performing together for twenty years
or so, and pretty well know the ropes.
We are joined by Brad Diedrich at the table and his
wife Libby. Brad is another of the main organisers of this
event. He is a stocky, powerful looking individual, who back
in Sydney fronted a punk-rock band, and looks like he could
easily head-butt anyone who might be throwing beer cans
or giving trouble. In Sydney he was in advertising, found
the lifestyle too maniacal and came to the mountains for
equilibrium and sanity. That’s one of the interesting things
about the Mountains: it is supposedly a healing place, always
has been; formerly a sort of T.B. sanatorium, now a place
people associate with a more relaxed lifestyle and mental
health. If you walk the streets of Katoomba on a daily basis,
you may not be so convinced of that proposition. A phrase
that is often used is: Normal for Katoomba.
John Stuart and Rachel come in. They are both tall.
Rachel has on a leather jacket, and bright cotton pants. John
no longer sports a beard. When I first encountered him
some twenty or thirty years ago, he could have passed for
Bernard Shaw. Now he looks like a slightly world weary
cowboy turned professor, with a knowing twinkle in his eye.
I pour Brad and Libby a drink. It appears that I am the
only one with a bottle on the table, due to my remarkable
foresight, and the fact that I am now a working member of
the press; and I fall to musing about this proposition of The
Art of Lunch.
How much do people really want to look at art? Visitors
to the mountains for instance, do they really want to see
art, be entertained by virtuoso musicians, see playlets
about Rose Lindsay and such; or do they just want to fill
their bellies with coffee and scones and move on to more
distant horizons?
During my own exhibitions at the Nolan Gallery I will
sometimes take a break by sitting on the side of the flower
bed outside the gallery, and watch the cars speed by. There
is a big orange sign out front saying Art Exhibition, but the
cars show no sign of slowing down. Hundreds of them go
past. Thousands. They are intent on something, and that
something does not involve seeing my paintings.You can tell
by the fixed expressions of the drivers and the hiss of the
tyres that they are on a mission. Food and drink; food and
drink; you can hear it in the throb of the engines. They are
heading to Katoomba town for food and drink, and no local
artistic pretender is going to get in their way.
It could almost be depressing if you were not a congenital
optimist, which one really has to be these days in order to
survive. But Maslow said – remember Abraham Maslow? that there is a hierarchy of needs in human beings. First of
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Art of Lunch artwork Sue Daley

all there are the basic needs: shelter, food, reproduction –
survival needs you could say. Then on the next level there
are social needs; the desire to be a part of a community;
to raise a family; to care for others. Then further up the
ladder still, there are needs for self-expression, aesthetic

enjoyment, self-actualisation, mystical experience and
so on. But what he postulated was that you needed to
satisfy the more basic needs first, before the more fancy
self-actualising ones got a look in. In other words food and
drink; creature comforts; and then later on, having satisfied

the inner beast, we might be able to give our attention to
the more transcendental themes. Maybe that’s what these
people with their Art of Lunch concept hope to achieve.
Susan Cochrane, the third member of the brains-trust
behind this enterprise introduces herself. An imposing

woman in a red dress, she looks like she could be the head
of the Opera Trust. She tells me that the idea is to combine
the three best things in life: food, conversation and art. She
had formerly trialed the idea at Mt Tomah and called it The
Garden of Earthly Delights, which reminds me of the painting
of Hieronomous Bosch.
John Stuart has begun to play. He is delivering a few Duke
Ellington numbers and in spite of the loud conversation and
hubbub around him, he remains intent and concentrated in
his own world. A friend of mine once saw J.J. Cale perform
at a Sydney venue and the audience pretty much ignored
him and talked all the way through. She wanted to jump up
and yell at them: Hey that ‘s J.J. Cale, right there in front of
you! And you buffoons are not listening.
But what can you do? When people want to talk, they
are going to talk. The problem is compounded by the fact
that there is a large contingent for Meg Benson’s birthday
party. People are excited; they have paid their money and
they will shut up when they feel like shutting up.
Meanwhile the first course has been served and we are
told that the meals have been specially colour co-ordinated
to reflect the colours in Rachel Hannan’s paintings. For the
record the first course was: Grilled vegetable, roquette
and goat’s cheese terrine, wrapped in braised leek, with
a spiced capsicum swirl, which was... um, most acceptable.
I thought of calling the chef out onto the main floor for
Photography Brad Diedrich

public applause the way Frank Harris used to do at the
Café Royal; but decided that might be a bit ostentatious.
Rachel Hannan is introduced to the audience; it is time
for her artist talk, an explanation of her artistic process and
why she paints the way she does Now this is a hard gig. For
this sort of thing you need to be able to talk intimately to
your audience. The concepts themselves are difficult to get
across, and you need to damned well concentrate to take
it in.
I am amazed at the woman’s poise. The people on
the upper level are gabbling away, but on the lower level
they have become quieter, and for the most part they are
listening to what Rachel is saying. She explains that she likes
to get out in the bushland; out into the countryside; to
escape from human beings in fact. She has four children,
including an autistic child who accompanies her on these
painting excursions. Rachel tells the audience that she tries
to see the landscape afresh through the eyes of this child,
and that she finds this very beneficial for her work. What
honesty, I think to myself, and at once I feel a rising affection
for Rachel and for all the artists in the Blue Mountains –
people for whom it is the natural thing to speak with such
openness and lack of guile.
More food is being served. Brad has now secured a
bottle of his own and is pouring me a drink. I am beginning
to enjoy this occasion a bit too much and remind myself to

At this stage I am about ready
to slide off my chair and take up
happy residency under the table. The
atmosphere has become most convivial.
keep a measure of detachment as I am an official member
of the press. The second course is mountainous: Rack of
Lamb Diablo with agave sesame carrots, pickled saffron and
turmeric cauliflower, sweet potato and salsa verde; once
again colour co-ordinated.
John Stuart comes back on and gives us more of Duke
Ellington. He is playing a six string guitar, which, he tells
us, enables him to play the bass as well. The audience is
receptive now, and John is really slipping it to them. After
the entree and a rack of lamb the audience is somnolent
and in the mood to be seduced. Who better to do that
than the old ladies man Duke Ellington.
Rachel returns and sings a lovely version of Moonlight
in Vermont, followed by Stars fell on Alabama. These two
have been working together for so long that they don’t
even need to look at each other for their timing to be
perfect. Meanwhile we have begun an intensely coloured
third course: Forrest Berry and White Chocolate egg with
crème de menthe reduction.
At this stage I am about ready to slide off my chair and
take up happy residency under the table. The atmosphere
has become most convivial. Naomi Parry, who has done a
remarkable job in bringing Winter Magic back to life again
after its unfortunate demise a year or two ago, tells me
that Blue Mountains City Council is not keen on having the
Grand Parade. I want to tell her that Council did not want
to have Winter Magic in the first place; nor did Tourism; and
if you allow the Council bureaucrats to dictate the terms
then you will end up with a boring town indeed. However,
my brain has become paralysed by too much food and
drink, and I am just glad that there are zealots like her ready
to take on such a thankless task.
We appear to be at the end of proceedings and people
are in a general state of euphoria. The food, the artistry, the
conviviality have brought the participants into a rare state
of being. Perhaps this could be a new form of Tantric Yoga;
how to find your blissful centre through intense sensory
stimulation.
I think now, having recovered my wits, that what Meg,
Brad and Susan are attempting to do is indeed admirable.
The three of them are bringing fresh enthusiasm into the
mountains. They are thinking in terms of possibility, artistic
possibility; they are thinking of alternatives; they are thinking
of joy. Our world leaders would like us all to be living in
a state of perpetual fear. Artists on the other hand have
always believed in Paradise Now. Maybe the Cultural Vision
Statement written twenty-seven years ago is becoming
relevant. Maybe the Blue Mountains could become a real
City of the Arts. Time will tell; let us hope so.
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John Ellison is a Katoomba-based artist and writer
and was Cultural Development Officer at Blue
Mountains City Council 1991-96

THE BOOK OF BITCH by Ailie Banks
Review by Mo Orkiszewski

The Vanguard was packed with women of all ages, buzzing
with anticipation, lit by candlelight and the ubiquitous glare
of mobile phones. Western Sydney musician Clarissa Mei
set the tone for the evening singing songs of confidence,
vulnerability & women.
After a short break writer Bri Lee and Ailie got down
to the nitty gritty of how The Book of Bitch came about.
Ailie was born into an artistic household, encouraged to
draw and make art from the moment she could first hold
a pencil. She was good at art at high school and duly went
to art school at Enmore TAFE to become an illustrator.
Freelancing from her home in the Blue Mountains, Ailie is
making art that empowers and encourages women.
Ailie spoke of her role as an issues-based artist,
observer and activist, visibly telling the stories that need
to be told about sexism, mental health issues and being a
feminist who is sometimes quite hairy.
One of my favourite questions for the night was from
Bri asking which words were not used in the book, to
which Ailie laughingly replied that Quirky and Kooky never
made the grade. T for Tenacious Bitch was Bri’s favourite
letter and although Ailie said it was a bit rude to say which
was her favourite, C for Crazy Bitch and O for Outspoken
Bitch were mentioned to big applause.
The pink of the #metoo movement is celebrated with
the colour of the book and Ailie wore the pinkest possible
pantsuit set off with $2 shop rhinestones. Both she and
her book are powerful, vulnerable, street smart, confident,
canny and very funny.
The Book of Bitch by Ailie Banks, Allen & Unwin, 2019
www.abanksillustration.com

AN ART FILM, ACUTE MISFORTUNE IS NOT ABOUT ART
A bare handful of people made up the audience
in the old-fashioned cinema seats at Mt. Vic Flicks
for the 5.50 show on this particular Friday. Acute
Misfortune had apparently not drawn the crowds of
the curious to check out the life of a once notorious
local resident. Apparently gone and pretty much
forgotten, although in life he had stirred us and
divided us with his art and his antics. And not just
locally, but all around the country.
Adam Cullen fed his notoriety literally with raw
meat, the pig’s head dragged to an art class, the
immeasurable numbers of creatures tortured and
killed – neighbourhood cats and birds, sawing the tail
off a kangaroo to see if it still could hop. There was
an AVO taken out by a girlfriend after he stuck a
gun into her mouth. That should have been enough
to repel anyone, but still his followers fawned over
him and craved the crude drawings he was latterly
producing as art.
He was a liar, a drug addict, a misogynist, a cruel bully
of the worst kind. His great good fortune arrived at
his doorstep in the body of a 19 year old journalist
who he grandly appointed his ‘biographer’ for an
imaginary book to be published by Thames and
Hudson. The long weald of a scar down his body, the
result, he said, of ‘acute misfortune’ gave the name
first to a book and later to this film.
Erik Jensen was Cullen’s chosen one, irregularly
staying with him, observing as well as participating in
many of Cullen’s exploits – shooting, boozing, buying
drugs or riding motorbikes. Cullen was clever: the
young Jensen was eager for the possibilities to be
derived from being Cullen’s biographer. This artist
was a big deal, a famous Australian. Cullen bullied
Jensen – shot him in the thigh with a pellet gun
and pushed him off a speeding motorbike – just
enough danger to make the young writer feel he was
participating in this crazy artist’s life and was part of a
big Australian adventure, but not too much to scare
him off completely. Ultimately he did scare Jensen
off – by making advances to the young man – and
Jensen left.
Only after Cullen’s death in 2012 did Jensen put
his chapters together to be published as Acute
Misfortune in 2014. It is a well written, interesting

book – short vignettes, mostly skirting around any
personal description of his, the ‘biographer’s’ part in
Cullen’s story. My own reaction was immediate: I was
upset, angry. I wanted him, even belatedly, to stand
up to that bully. He should tell us how he responded
to Cullen’s bullying, some explanation for why he
had stayed there, whether as observer or accidental
participant. Jensen said the story is told at close
quarters, without judgement. How ‘balanced’ can one
be? A tightrope indeed.
And here we have the film of Acute Misfortune and
so much has become clear. We already knew that
neither the book nor the film is about art. Now I see
that both, but predominantly the film, are actually the
story of a 19 year old boy. We learn from the film
that Erik is gay – was this suppressed in the book or
did I just not pick it up? The possibility that Cullen
was bi-sexual is much clearer in the film. Jensen has
had an opportunity in the film to add information
and this has given greater depth and interest to the
character of the young biographer. And it deflects
the focus from predominantly the damaged drug
addict artist to the young journalist. To the journey of
a gay teenager, an eager untried writer finding himself
face-to-face with a scary and what is starting to look
like an Australian horror story: a ‘mate’ of Chopper
Read and ‘admirer’ of the Anita Cobby rapists and
murderers (of David Wenham playing ‘that’ role, the
subject of Cullen’s Archibald Prize-winning portrait in
2000), the hideousness of all those terrifying women
haters and killers.
If that particular cinema audience is anything to go by,
Adam Cullen the celebrity has been largely forgotten
here, in his home community. Jensen’s book and film
(which he co-wrote) will have much longer lives and
receive the wider recognition and accolades that
good writing and film making deserve. Did his book
contribute to Jensen’s path to success? Perhaps yes,
somewhat. Today he is editor-in-chief at The Saturday
Paper, although I doubt that this will be relevant
to the remnant following of Adam Cullen, the taxi
drivers and miscellaneous recipients of a casual
drawing in lieu of payment, the dealers and gallerists
and art speculators.
Acute Misfortune,The Life and Death of Adam Cullen, by
Erik Jensen, Black Inc, 2014, ISBN 9781863956932
Acute Misfortune, the film, 2018, director
Thomas M. Wright, starring Daniel Henshall (Cullen),
Toby Wallace (Jensen)

DAVID MARR IN
CONVERSATION WITH
ERIK JENSEN

‘The Conversation’ between David Marr and Erik Jensen at
the State Library in Sydney on 3 July this year was billed as
a discussion around the latest Quarterly Essay, The Prosperity
Gospel, How Scott Morrison Won and Bill Shorten Lost.
It was clearly a love-fest for these two long-time friends,
with the majority at the well attended event unashamed Marr
fans and possibly also of Erik Jensen. Most were also in the age
group identified by Jensen as making up over 30% of electors
on the roll (the over 60s). And most were women.
Seated comfortably and informally, Marr had some
questions prepared for his younger friend (looking rather
like Jack Nicholson in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest) but
mostly the conversation flowed naturally with generous
dollops of banter and humour.
Jensen is an accomplished writer and the format of The
Prosperity Gospel as he followed the two party leaders
around the country in the lead-up to the recent election,
is a polished and more journalistic version of a relationship
he some years earlier recorded between himself and artist
Adam Cullen, at the beginning of his journalism career.
That book, Acute Misfortune, in its descriptions of Cullen,
drew equal portions of praise and criticism from readers,
the criticism mostly levelled by people who knew Cullen
personally. Cullen elicited extreme responses from those
who came into contact with him. Some questioned Jensen’s
assessment of Cullen’s character and they felt Jensen had
underplayed the importance of his own role and personal
relationship with Cullen (as indeed he had). Jensen says he
wrote that book ‘without judgement’. One might question
what distinguishes objective reporting and writing ‘without
judgement’? Nevertheless, the methodology Jensen pursued
then worked and his descriptions of incidents and places
are evocative and literary.
This quality of description and commentary continues
here in The Prosperity Gospel. Even though Scott Morrison
refused to grant Jensen any personal interviews, it is a
surprise when Jensen reveals this at the end – we feel as
though Morrison has been candid when in fact it is Jensen
who has been a keen and close observer. Shorten, on the
other hand, had the courage
to open himself to Jensen’s
personal probing and those
exchanges are revealing.
The Prosperity Gospel is
considerably more than the
description of a contest for
political leadership. It is also a
fascinating story.
It opens under the heading
Sour Cheesecake:
‘The first staffer says it just
before eight o’clock: ‘We’re
fucked.Yep, completely fucked.’
The swings in Queensland are

coming through. Herbert is gone. ‘It’s like Hillary at 3 pm on
that awful night,’ a staffer says, ‘when everything would just
have to go right if there’s any hope.’
‘Shorten’s election party is held in the function room of
an airport hotel. On one side of the building is an industrial
estate and on the other is the airfield. In the corners,
balloons are clustered like grapes. The lights burn pink on
people’s skin. Outside the moon is unusually large.’
And a later chapter, Selling a Vision:
‘The room has a disco ball and an echo. A blowfly hum
comes through the sound system. The Demi Lovato song
Confident is playing. Over and over, the chorus asks: ‘What’s
wrong with being, what’s wrong with being, what’s wrong
with being confident?’
‘Young men with nervous legs walk backwards and
forwards or rattle in place. They are not sure if they should
take off their hats.Young women in Labor sweatshirts help
volunteers to their seats. The song plays on, each verse
more precocious: ‘I used to hold my break back, Now I’m
letting go, I make my own choice, Bitch, I run this show, So
leave the lights on, No, you can’t make me behave.’
‘The rally is at Box Hill Town Hall. There is a sense of civic
optimism about the building’s white columns and wood
panelling. Beds of pansies are planted out, the flowers a
handspan from one another. Inside the stage is washed red.
A Punch and Judy curtain is drawn halfway closed. Shorten’s
staff are excited about the announcement. ‘It’s a good oldfashioned campaign day.’ (p.35)
At the State Library Marr and Jensen bring the
conversation to a close. What did you really think? Marr
wants to know. Who did you think would win? He refers
to some comments in the book that he enjoyed and asks
Jensen to read them out. He likes it where Jensen describes
Morrison talking about the surety of selfless love and about
his upbringing and family, especially: ‘He says his mother is
a woman of quiet and practical faith. The experience is so
religious that when he says his father is up there listening,
you have to remember he means in Sydney.’ (p.62)
Here at the State Library we feel we know where
Marr’s and Jensen’s sympathies lie and a question is asked
about what is likely to happen now. Jensen sighs and says
things will just go on, that Australia is a country that pretty
much governs itself. Not a comment that you’ll find in The
Prosperity Gospel.
A bonus in this Quarterly Essay is Rebecca Huntley’s
right of reply to her preceding Quarterly Essay entitled
Australia Fair concerning public opinion polls which so
clearly failed to predict the election results. She says, ‘what
this says to me is that we need to explore different ways
for Australians to get involved in public decision-making not
just the kinds of deliberative-democracy mechanisms… but
also the community organising that was successful in seats
like Indi…’ ‘The task for progressives is to build trust, from
the ground up, that what we need and want can actually be
delivered by the politics we have.’
Carolynne Skinner

SIMON REECE &
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM

Universal flotsam and our jettisoned waste are our
responsibility but what is being created from our waste is
something that is both terrifying and compellingly beautiful in
its existence. This is part of the introduction you read as
you enter Simon Reece’s new exhibition.
The long white gallery space with glass at one end lends itself
well to clusters of smaller works.The use of the pristine white
walls with its scatter of sea blue and white irregular saucer
shapes is eye-catching and sets a maritime mood for this
elegant new show of brightly coloured ceramics.
Simon Reece is wellknown and respected amongst ceramics
aficionados and they have arrived in their numbers to give
support at his artist talk on this Saturday morning. Visitors
are guided in their responses to the show by quotes which
appear in large type here and there on the walls, all to do
with rubbish and detritus and the sea and even space.
Dozens of colourful small pieces are displayed on long
plinths and there is a preponderance of blue (sea?) and
white (foam?) and vivid reds and metallic silvers and golds,
their mirror surfaces glittering and reflecting light. Two
floor pieces, large enough to be stools on which to sit, are
appealing for their size and possible functionality – blue, red
and covered in white dots, like mushrooms.
The spray of many dozens of blue and white circular wall
pieces which look as though they have been washed there

by a wave or an ocean current, actually began as simple
plates which came from Spain or maybe Lisbon and Reece
tells us he was just fooling around and playing with ideas
and working and remaking them until he got this result.
They are made by manipulating the surface, pushing out
and infiltrating, almost – he says - invading the space.
On the subject of plates, reference is made to a recent
glossy cookbook which uses Reece’s ceramics in its
photographs – ‘you should have been named co-author’
someone says and he replies that he was in fact named
at the back of the book. And yes, Tets (as Reece calls him)
uses Reece’s pieces to complement his degustation menu
(Tetsuya Wakuda’s restaurant is in Sydney).
Reece explains that on a trip several years ago to Europe
he visited a famous ceramicist in his studio whose work
was his inspiration to begin experimenting with colour.
Previously known best for his natural browns and earth
colours, he says he was struck by the richness of the
slabs of bright colours and with the fact that pigments
ceramicists use are much easier to work with now, he was
motivated to try them out.
Also influential in these changes in practice was a bicycle
accident which left him unable to handle large works and
so he began, serendipitously – he and his interlocutor like
to talk about serendipity – to create the small colourful
works on display.

Simon Reece: Flotsam and Jetsam

So the concept behind this collection was not preordained but by chance came very beautifully together
and it has turned out looking mostly marine-inspired.
Perhaps the blue plates across the wall could be
construed to look like jellyfish and, serendipitously, jellyfish
we are told are the great survivors of the ocean, when all
else has been destroyed by climate change and our human
generated detritus. (Not exactly by flotsam and jetsam
which is specifically marine debris associated with vessels..)
In the printed quotes there are also references to outer
space, the cosmos, and the space waste which formed
the building blocks for our universe. The elastic which
is stringing this flotsam and jetsam of ideas together is
beginning to look a bit stretched.
The revolution will be televised
And the pollution from the ocean
Now with devotion
Push peace and keep it in motion
Kids, gather around
Yeah, I need your focus
I know the world seems so hopeless
It’s like wonderland
Welcome to the World of the Plastic Beach
From Plastic Beach (2010) - Gorillaz and Snoop Dogg

HOT BLOOD AT
WHITE RABBIT GALLERY
At the White Rabbit Gallery’s current exhibition in
Sydney, HOT BLOOD, visitors are struck on entry by a
highly coloured video installation which is described as
a contemporary ‘temple’. Electromagnetic Brainology is
written above its entrance. Inside the ‘temple’ flashing lights
and images on large wall-mounted screens jiggle about
in robotic dance, representing, we are told, a fusion of
traditional Chinese mythological gods and contemporary
video games characters.
White Rabbit’s founder Judith Neilson believes people
don’t need a specialist knowledge to enjoy art and she
has said, ‘I believe an artwork has failed if it needs any
explanation. So, I am all with the eye.’ Nevertheless, tours
of the gallery by their experts are a feature here and
greatly enhance the way in which their contemporary
Chinese art is experienced. Many White Rabbit regulars
only visit the gallery with one of these guides, believing
that cultural, biographical and historical background are
essential elements in their understanding.
This particular installation was constructed by White
Rabbit curators as a ‘temple’ from a number of flat screens
made by a young Chinese artist and computer nerd and
so some of its ‘meaning’ may have been reinterpreted or
built on by others.
A middle-aged couple visiting tell the guide that they
would never have understood the installation without his
explanation – it would otherwise look just like so many
jangling video screens. In creating the ‘temple’ the artwork
has been combined in a particular way to insinuate a
particular meaning. I am curious to know what the young
Chinese artist would make of her ‘temple’.
Of course the way we as individuals experience art is
dependent on many factors, personal, cultural, temporal…
and the way in which we ‘see’ a work of art will frequently
differ from the effect or experience the artist intended.
Adding another layer by the curator adds to the
possibilities and the narrative but it is only that, another
point of view further stimulating the discussion.
Upstairs other installations in the Hot Blood theme are
highly provocative and extraordinary and on this day
the young guide offers confident interpretations and
fascinating biographical details on the contributing artists.
I don’t agree with everything he tells us, all – of course part of the very entertaining White Rabbit experience.
Left: Electromagnetic Brainology ‘temple’

Hot Blood, White Rabbit Gallery,
30 Balfour Street, Chippendale NSW 2008

A PASSION FOR SILVERSMITHING
PHILIP NOAKES is the master when it comes to gold
and silver and in this elegant and erudite new publication
published by the Western Australian Museum we are
served up an extraordinary feast of eye-watering beauty
and painstaking description of every aspect of this passion
by another noted exponent of the silversmith’s art, writer
and artist-jeweller Dorothy Erickson.
Although the 228 pages describe in perfect detail the
traditional as well as the new and innovative techniques
Noakes employs in his relentless output, this nevertheless
is a book for everyone, not only students and other
silversmiths. It is a supremely enjoyable and un-putdownable read.
Silversmith and teacher Valerie Aked says: ‘I was so filled
with excitement by this book, I forgot I was old and
I wanted to start making again. This is a book for the
student starting out. Any beginner must have this book at
their side for sheer inspiration — it is wonderful to have
something to aim for. It is a treasure to hold in your
hands and to delight in.
‘When I was starting out Philip Noakes was my idol
– I’d follow his exhibitions and lusted after his work.
The standard has always been so high. And to have this
book about the work of our master silver and goldsmith
explored and explained by another remarkable expert
craftswoman, Dorothy Erickson, is something to be
especially treasured.’

A memoir and a manual, beautiful photographs
and detailed descriptions, like Noakes’ works, this
book is pretty much perfection.
‘Philip Noakes is a maker of fine hollowware and exquisite
jewellery who enjoys being part of the continuum of ageold specialised crafts. He is a skilled exponent of traditional
methods. He enjoys the satisfaction of hand raising but
also experiments and uses modern technology to achieve
his elegant designs using his extensive range of tools,
equipment and machinery. Philip’s lively mind has resulted
in an eclectic output, from delicate rings to magnificent
hollowware centrepieces. He takes time off each week
from teaching to research new techniques and has created
a magnificent body of work for a major survey exhibition
at the Lawrence Wilson Gallery in the University of
Western Australia’s Culture Centre in 2019.’ These are the
words the book opens with.
Western Australian Museum www.museum.wa.gov.au

SQUANDERING VERONICAS
Philip Hammial

The poetry of PHILIP HAMMIAL has been described as
combining ‘a Boschian narrative quality with an abstraction
that put us in mind of Picasso’s Guernica’ (Judges, 2004
Premier’s Literary Awards).
With his 33rd published collection, entitled Squandering
Veronicas, Hammial’s delight in the absurd, in language and
the sheer joyful craziness of often quite loony ideas (as
it seems to this reader) is as strong and addictive as ever.
Poetry to be read aloud and shared.
Its publication was NOT assisted by the Australia Council,
we are told, so please go out and buy a copy. The title is a
squandering of three Veronicas — a woman’s name (as in
actress Veronica Lake), the name of a bullfight manoeuvre &
St. Veronica with the Holy Shroud.
ISLAND PRESS CO-OPERATIVE ISBN 9780646802718
www.islandpress.tripod.com

FIRE

Whenever I take off my clothes they catch on fire. First the t-shirt, then the pants, underpants
& lastly, the shoes and socks. Why? I wish I knew. Maybe they’ve had enough of my aging, liverspotted body. Maybe it’s a message from some invisible child angel who loves to play with
matches – that my time is almost up. Anyway, whatever the reason, it’s costing me time & money
– barefooted, wrapped in a bath towel, those daily trips to St. Vinnies.

GOTH

Having the ability to deconstruct a penny dreadful is probably what it takes to justify this Goth
female who has just wandered into my poem with some pink fake fur handcuffs & a bull whip
that, Boy, can she crack it! & does it sting!
A female Goth! How, my spouse demands to know, could I be so politically incorrect? Where
have I been for the last thirty years? Me? – Forgive please; I calls ‘em like I sees ‘em.

PONY RIDE

Another white-knuckle folly: Pony Ride, that’s me
Tall in that saddle. Cock-a-doodle-do spurs, giddy up & good riddance! Miss Slurry, only gone for
a minute & I’m already missing your mess. It was always a question of who got to lick them clean,
those perfect feet. Why never me? Me, who paid a week’s wages for those pink bunny slippers
you refused to wear. O cult of you, to save face I’ll blame it on that coffee-ground prophesy that
suckered me like a punch – that gypsy at the Deux Magots. To which fortune I should have said
No, not interested, & bid her adieu, a hop & a skip & a jump down the Boulevard St. Germaine
to Guillaume’s for lunch as he takes on board & thanks me for my exegesis of ‘The Little Car’
– Let’s go for a ride, say goodbye to a whole epoch, flocks grazing on words as we go. But No,
not to be, tall in that saddle what I neglected to say: this pony’s a dwarf, on six legs we’re off (a
damsel to rescue from wagged tongues) at a gallop, correction: a trot.
From Squandering Veronicas by Philip Hammial
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THE BOOK OF HONESTY
Mo Orkiszewski, 2017

The artist’s statement is succinct:
Seeking honesty in this era of fake news. Made for her
mother’s 90th birthday, this handmade artist book was
selected for the Libris Awards in 2018 in Mackay.
Specifications: H 27cm x W 22cm and D 2cm,
bradel binding, relief sculpted spine, Moulin de Larroque
handmade watercolour paper over boards, illustrations
graphite and ink, stitched Honesty pods.
Mo Orkiszewski believes this is the most beautiful
book she has ever made. It follows a number of other
exquisitely handmade and bound books. Cooking with Cats,
2003, the adventures in the kitchen of Rod Morgan and
Ariel P. Cat; An Illuminated Book of Cats 2010, with words
by Rod Morgan and the musings of Ariel P. Cat, a bossy
cat, which was 7 years in the making. The 21st C abecediary
was inspired by medieval manuscripts and has Coptic
binding in aged leather over raised relief sculpted covers
and The Illustrated Lyrics of Old Man Crow, 2016 in a signed
and numbered limited edition which includes CDs of Old
Man Crow’s songs, was featured in Oz Arts magazine
issue 11.
https://itscrowtime.wordpress.com

HARE’S FUR
Trevor Shearston

Scribe, 2019

Russell Bass is a potter living on the edge of Katoomba in
the Blue Mountains. His wife has been dead less than a year
and, although he has a few close friends, he is living a mostly
solitary life. Each month he hikes into the valley below his
house to collect rocks for glazes from a remote creek bed.
One Autumn morning he finds a chocolate wrapper
on the path. His curiosity leads him to a cave where three
siblings - two young children and a teenage girl - are camped
out, hiding from social services and the police. Although they
bolt at first, Russell slowly gains their trust and, little by little,
this unlikely group of outsiders begins to form a fragile bond.
Russell has a prized possession, a very valuable 900
year-old Chinese Hare’s Fur tea bowl. The name refers
to a traditional Chinese glaze where spots of iron boil
through the molten glaze and leave fine streaks of colour
on the surface, patterned like the fur of a hare. The glaze
is elusive, with only a few pots successfully producing the
effect. Russell aims to make this glaze that requires a deep
understanding of working with his materials, and the quiet
acceptance that beauty can’t be forced.
The author compares the fragility of handling valuable
pottery and creating elusive glazes with the light touch
needed in personal relationships. The children need care
and security, but Russell realises he can’t simply impose
a solution. The children eventually seek sanctuary at his
house and begin to make their own pots in his studio

while he works. They begin to build trust an some healing
from their trauma while working with their hands.
Potters are unlikely protagonists in fiction and this novel
delights with the detailed portrayal of the rhythms of
working in the clay studio. I loved to read about the
streets and landmarks around Katoomba that any local
would recognise and the evocative descriptions of the
bush. Recommended for potters and others who enjoy a
gentle tale of human relationships.
ROBERT LINIGEN is a Blue Mountains
potter and teacher

ROY DALGARNO AND THE ART OF GIVING
You only have one life, and what you have to do is realise yourself in
the only way you feel is genuine and not through other people’s eyes
Roy Dalgarno
It is appropriate that Penrith Regional Gallery should
this year be the recipient of the gift of works by an
artist described as a socialist bohemian, the gallery itself
having been gifted to the people by the Lewers family of
artists which possibly included a number of socialists and
certainly did include bohemians.
Roy Dalgarno’s family has gifted 92 works by the artist
who died in 2001 aged 80. Dalgarno was an artist
committed to portraying humanity in the labour of
workers. In the style of social realism he drew them in
their places of work, miners and labourers on the wharves,
in factories and steelworks. His work was commissioned
by the Australian maritime and mining trade unions. He
joined the Communist Party as a young man in the 1930s
but it was said that his bohemian temperament was
incompatible with party puritanism (Bernard Smith) and
he left in 1949.
Dalgarno was a commercial lithographer and was
influenced by European artists such as Honoré Daumier,
George Grosz and Otto Dix. He trained at the National
Gallery Art School in Melbourne and East Sydney
Technical College and later at the Ecole des Beaux Arts
and William Hayter’s Atelier 17 in Paris.
Penrith Regional Gallery holds an important collection of
modernist art and the inclusion of Dalgarno’s works will
enable it to reveal a deeper story of modernism in Sydney.
‘As we get far enough away to see it in perspective, it
becomes clear that social realism is as essential a part of
modernism as abstraction, and almost forgotten social
realist artists like Roy Dalgarno suddenly loom up out
of the darkness like the mine workers in his paintings,
monumental, battered, barely recognisable’ (writes Ian
Milliss for Labour Day).
This generous gift is a reminder of the importance of
the benefactor to our art institutions, large and small.
However, potential donors should also be aware that
gifts need to be compatible with the recipient institutions’
permanent collections. Roy Dalgarno’s works enhance the
modernist collection at Penrith Regional Gallery. Other
examples are patrons who have contributed to the Art
Gallery of NSW. Among them have been artist Margaret
Olley, as well as those who have gifted works from their
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private collections, such as the Sternbergs to the Asian
collection, the Myers to the Japanese collection, Mollie
Gowing to the Aboriginal collection, John Schaeffer to
the Victorian art collection and the Kaldor family to the
AGNSW’s contemporary collection.
Roy Dalgarno—Labour Day,
Penrith Regional Gallery, June 2019

Right: Roy Dalgarno, Working at the Open Hearth
Furnace, 1985
Below Left: Roy Dalgarno, Going up in the Cage, 1984
Right: Roy Dalgarno, Miners Probing the Mine, 1984

THE ARTIST’S SALON at
the Norman Lindsay Gallery
THE NORMAN LINDSAY GALLERY and gardens
in Faulconbridge is a National Trust property, formerly
the home of eccentric, colourful, even notorious, writer,
printmaker and cartoonist Norman Lindsay. Controversial
in his day, Lindsay’s renowned exotic and voluptuous
nudes (seen at right) during his time certainly attracted
the bohemians and no doubt the voyeurs to his studio.
But this is not what the gallery has in mind, we are told.

The Gallery’s invitation is to a much more art appreciative
and discerning audience. The current Series of Creative
Interludes at the Gallery invites you on the first Saturday
of the month to be part of an intimate, exclusive event
– to enjoy gourmet refreshments, interact with artists,
view works of creativity, converse, discuss, muse with
like-minded souls, and take home a memento of the
Salon. Writer of popular historical novels Julian Leatherdale
has already participated and charmed his guests, as has
Norman Lindsay’s granddaughter Helen Glad, accompanied
by jazz with the Kate Woolfe Trio (see opposite).
Next artist is milliner to the stars Christine Thompson (at
left) – opera, theatre and musicals all come to her for their
headwear; then Jane Lennon, creator of environmentally
sustainable functional as well as decorative works –
colourful art made from office waste paper, and so the
program continues into 2020.
The Gallery’s promotional material for the Artist’s Salon
features the sumptuous art of Jules Alexandre Grun, a
French post-impressionist painter - Friday at the French
Artists’ Salon, a stunning work of portraiture of the Salon
membership (above). Grun exhibited with the Salon des
Artistes Francais in Paris and later became a member of
the committee and jury. A luscious painting to enjoy while
deciding on which Artist’s Salons to attend.
nlg@nationaltrust.com.au

CATH BARCAN’S STILL LIFES
MORALIZING MEANINGS & EDIFYING CONCEPTS
THE EUROPEANS, PARTICULARLY THE DUTCH PAINTERS, turned the still life genre almost into a craze which
spread throughout Europe from the 1500s to the 1700s. Objects depicted in these works might be symbolic of the
qualities of religious figures (for example with the lily signifiying purity) or might remind or warn the viewer of the
fleeting nature of worldly pleasures. Clearly didactic was the famous Still Life with a Skull and a Writing Quill (1628,
Pieter Claesz). Food, flowers and feasts, ‘market’ and’ kitchen’ still lifes might be highly decorative but also expressed
less than subtle warnings against the worldly desire for material things.Vanitas still lifes while often exquisitely beautiful,
were also reminders and warnings.
CATH BARCAN’S contemporary still
lifes also contain moralizing meanings and
edifying concepts, beautifully and elegantly
packaged.
Barcan: ‘These still life images reflect
the contemporary, very seductive and
confounding use of plastic packaging in
food, and the presence of plastic packaging
as a ubiquitous part of modern daily life.
‘They nod to centuries-old painting genres,
and harness familiar imperatives; warnings
of mortality, impermanence, the fleeting
nature of time, and the consequences of
careless behaviour.
‘They hold conflicting temporalities;
packaging photographed in a fraction of
a second lasts for an average of twelve
seconds in the hands of the consumer, but
for a thousand years in the environment.
‘Inhabiting some stillness in our own life
seems an elusive proposition to many of
us in the 21st century. I hope these works
create an opportunity to stop and reflect
on our micro and macro worlds. ‘
Opposite page:
Top: Still life with peaches, 2017
Below: Still life with meat and vegetables,
2016
Right: Still life with shopping bags II, 2016
All works archival inkjet pigment print,
61cm x 88 cm

FIONA LUMSDEN’S
WOODLAND WILD THINGS
Botanical and Wildlife Artist
STUDIES IN THE FIELD are transformed by Fiona
Lumsden into intricate compilations of natural
history elements, using watercolour paints and
fine sable-hair brushes on heavyweight cotton art
paper. These compilations often take many years of
research and creative process to bring together.
In addition to working on large themed
exhibitions with an educational emphasis, Fiona holds
art workshops and in recent years she has used her
accumulated knowledge to create complex regional
bird art posters, for the Blue Mountains, Capertee
Valley and Sydney bushland. Each poster features
over 100 bird species, all in their associated habitats.
In order to draw attention to the plight of
our wild species, many of which are becoming
increasingly rare, through her work Fiona is seeking
to stimulate a connection with the beauty and
wonder of nature.
One threatened wild species which Fiona
has painted and also writes about is the SWIFT
PARROT (opposite).
We were very excited to find a lone Swift Parrot on
our July surveys for the Cowra Woodland Bird Program. I
have seen them at their breeding grounds in Tasmania,
but this is the first time I had seen Swifts when they
winter on the mainland.
This fast-flying Tasmanian parrot is in serious trouble.
One of only a few migratory parrots in the world, the
flower-dependent Swift Parrot breeds and feeds in
the blue gum woodlands of Tasmania’s east coast in
summer. To escape the cold southern winter, it crosses
Bass Strait and wanders widely through the southeast
mainland searching for major flowering events. In
unreliable Australia, these vary from year to year. If
western slopes eucalypt flowering fails, the Swifts seek
events on the coast.
Swift numbers are dropping alarmingly for many
reasons: continued logging of their breeding areas,
lack of good breeding hollows, predation at those nest
hollows by Sugar Gliders (introduced to Tasmania)
and being unable to find good winter food resources.
Window strike is also a constant danger for these very
fast flyers.
It is intense but poignant when you see a really
rare bird. Unlike material treasures, it is not good to be
rare when you are a living species. The migratory Swift
Parrot numbers about 2,000 birds and is now listed as
Critically Endangered. This means that unless we can
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turn its threatening processes around, it will be extinct in
the near future.
This winter there have been some good flocks on
the SE mainland coast but only a few sightings in the
western slopes woodlands.
Our lone bird was feeding in a flowering White Box,
part of a scattered remnant of mature trees on a
farmland ridgetop. After watching it feed for a while, we
thought it had flown off. In our excitement as we were
leaving the site, we played its call on our phone app to
check it with our local surveyor friend. Out of nowhere,
our Swift swooped over, calling in reply, seemingly
looking for a travelling friend. This was sad. We were also
reminded that we need to be very careful not to disturb
wild birds with call back.
The field work for my painting was sourced from
our pleasure when watching Swift adults and young
foraging around our feet, whilst we were camping on
Bruny Island some years ago. I love the feeling of hope
embodied in a new generation of young birds.
It’s important to report sightings of this critically
endangered bird, so we know how they are doing and
where they are going. Please contact Mick Roderick,
from Birdlife Australia’s woodland bird recovery team:
mick.roderick@birdlife.org.au
www.fionalumsden.com
Fiona’s next exhibition is Woodland Wild Things at
Burrangong Gallery, Young, NSW - to 21 September.

